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We analyse in this paper the way randomness is considered and used in ArtiE-Fract.
ArtiE-Fract is an interactive software, that allows the user (artist or designer) to explore
the space of fractal 2D shapes with help of an interactive genetic programming scheme.
The basic components of ArtiE-Fract are first described, then we focus on its use by
two artists, illustrated by samples of their works. These “real life” tests have led us to
implement additionnal components in the software. It seems obvious for the people who
use ArtiE-Fract that this system is a versatile tool for creation, especially regarding the
specific use of controlled random components.

1. Introduction

The programming of a software for artistic purposes is a challenging task: the

computer software framework usually locks the user inside many interaction con-

straints that are sometimes considered as an obstacle to creativity.

Recent advances in interactive evolutionary algorithms (IEA) 2 have initiated

many attractive works, mainly based on the idea of “maximising the satisfaction of

the user” via a guided random search 1,12,14,15,17,20,22,21,23. The use of randomness

in this particular way yields an additional “creativity component,” that may or may

not be considered as helpful by the artist, with respect to the way this random com-

ponent is controllable. The success of such approaches is thus strongly dependent at

least on the choice of a convenient representation and of an adequate set of genetic

operators.

Additionally, a problem to be considered very carefully when using random-

ness in an artistic process is linked to the use of randomness itself, which can be

considered by the user as an uncontrollable component of the system, triggering a

reflex of reject. A disturbing question can indeed be raised: who is the “artist”: the

user or the machine ? Both positions can be defended, of course, and several fully

machine-driven artistic attempts have been performed.

In the ArtiE-Fract experiments 5, we have centered the system on the artist, and

worked to limit this negative perception of the use of randomness. The system has

1
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been designed and programmed in order to let the user fully drive or partially in-

teract with the evolutionary process at any moment (ArtiE-Fract is not an “artist”).

The idea is to give the possibility to the human user to tame and to adapt the

random behaviour of the system to his own artistic approach.

This paper is organised as follows: The ArtiE-Fract software is presented in sec-

tion 2 the artistic experiments are then detailed in section 3 and 4. Main influences

on the design of ArtiE-Fract and conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. ArtiE-Fract: Interactive Evolution of Fractals

Fractal pictures have always been considered as attractive artistic objects as they

combine complexity and “hierarchical” structure 4,10. The notion of fractals is born

from the analysis of “strange” mathematical objects (such as an infinite length curve

embedded in a finite surface, or as a continuous functions nowhere differentiable)

at the end of the XIXth century. The so-called Fractal geometry became famous

with the work of Benoit Mandelbrot 13 in the middle of the XXth century. The

main argument was that these strange mathematical objects were actually objects

that are currently found in nature: fern, coast of Britanny, romanesco caulifower,

are examples of natural fractal shapes.

More generally fractal modelling and analysis help to approach the natural com-

plexity: it has emerged from the necessity of building models able to cope with

complex and irregular physical or biological phenomena. It has then been extended

to the modeling of artifical ones 25, like finance or network traffic analysis.

Here we deal with a model of fractals that became famous in image compression

applications 3, but that has many other applications (for example in speech signal

processing 7), namely Iterated Function Systems (IFS). The mathematical structure

of iterated function systems attractors 3 let some more or less direct access to its

characteristics and therefore, shape manipulation and exploration is possible 8,16.

In ArtiE-Fract, an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is used as a controlled random

generator of fractal pictures. The appropriate tool is interactive EA, i.e. an EA

where the function to be optimised is partly set by the user in order to optimise

something related to “user satisfaction.” This interactive approach is not new in

computer graphics 23,20, but we extended it to the exploration of a fractal pictures

space and carefully considered flexibility with the help of advanced interactive tools

related to the specific fractal IFS model that is used.

The idea of evolving fractal shapes with interactive EA is not new also, since

there exists a few similar works. These implementations considers however the prob-

lem at a lower complexity level, especially regarding the evolutionary models and

the image models. For example Rowley18 uses a simple genetic engine (mutation

only) on images created with affine IFS, and a very simple user-interface. Ventrella24

uses simple fractal models to produce random animations. Yoshiaki26 evolves non-

linear Julia sets using GP. ArtiE-Fract is indeed the result of a quite long evolution

process (ArtiE-Fract is an offspring of a long serie of previous software versions !),

and tries to embed a set of user-oriented tools. It intends to approach the interactive
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efficiency of a “photoshop” or a “gimp” software (of course in its own domain, that

is fractal images design) .

2.1. Interaction with the user

Interaction with humans usually raises several problems, mainly linked to the

“user bottleneck” 15: human fatigue and slownessa. Solutions need to be found in

order to avoid systematic and boring interactions. Several solutions have thus been

considered 15,21,2:

• reduce the size of the population and the number of generations,

• choose specific models to constrain the research in a priori “interesting”

areas of the search space,

• perform an automatic learning (based on a limited number of characteristic

quantities) in order to aid the user and only present him the most interesting

individuals of the population, with respect to previous votes of the user.

Allowing direct interactions on the phenotype’s level represents a further step

toward efficient use of IEA as a creative tool for artists. The idea is to make use

of the guided random search capabilities of an EA to aid the creative process. This

is why in ArtiE-Fract, the user has the opportunity to interfere in the evolution at

each of the following levels:

• initialisation: various models and parameters ranges are available, with

some “basic” internal fitness functions (image density, for example);

• fitness function: at each generation, a classical manual rating of individ-

uals may be assisted by an automatic learning, based on a set of image

characteristic measurements (may be turned on or off), see figure 1;

• direct interaction with the genome: images can be directly manipulated via

a specialized window and modified individuals can be added or replaced in

the current population (a sort of interactive “local” deterministic optimisa-

tion). A large set of geometric, colorimetric and structural modifications are

available. Moreover, due to the specific image model, some control points

can be defined on the images that help distort the shape in a convenient,

but non trivial manner, see figure 2;

• parameter setting and strategy choices are tunable at any moment during

the run.

2.2. Genome encoding: the IFS model

An important aspect of ArtiE-Fract is the choice of the search space. As we have

told before, a way to limit “user fatigue” is to reduce the size of the search space

aThe work of the artist Steven Rooke 17 shows the extraordinary amount of work that is necessary
in order to evolve aesthetic images from a “primordial soup” of primitive components.
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Fig. 1. Main Window of ArtiE-Fract

in order to navigate in a space of a priori interesting shapes. The choice made in

ArtiE-Fract is the space of 2D fractal shapes encoded as iterated function systems

(IFS). This gives access to a wide variety of shapes, that may appear more or less

as “naive fractals.”

ArtiE-Fract thus evolves a population of IFS attractor pictures, and displays it

via an interface, see figure 1. More precisely, these IFS attractor pictures are encoded

as sets of contractive non-linear 2D functions (affine and non-affine), defined either

in cartesian or polar coordinates. A set of contractive functions represents an IFS,

i.e. a dynamical system whose attractor can be represented as a 2D picture. These

mathematical objects were considered as interesting as they allow to encode rather

complex 2D shapes with a reduced number of parameters.

Iterated Function Systems (IFS) theory is a convenient mathematical tool to

define “fractal” images, and has been used with success in many “fractal” im-

age compression applications. The basis of this theory is the simple contractive

mapping fixed point theorem. An image is defined as the fixed point of a specific
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Fig. 2. Direct interaction window

Fig. 3. Sample images obtained with ArtiE-Fract

2D transformation on the space of subsets of the plane. More precisely an IFS

f = {F, (wn)n=1,..,N} is a collection of N functions defined on a complete metric

space (F, d).

Let W be the operator defined on the space of subsets of F :

∀ K ⊂ F, W (K) =
⋃

n∈{1,..,N}

wn(K)
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Then, if the wn functions are contractive (the IFS is then often called a hyperbolic

or contractive IFS), there exists a unique set A such that:

W (A) = A

A is called the attractor of the IFS.

Recall:

A mapping w : F → F , from a metric space (F, d) into itself, is called

contractive if there exists a positive real number s < 1 such that:

d
(

w(x), w(y)
)

≤ s · d(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ F

The uniqueness of a hyperbolic attractor is a result of the Contractive Mapping

Fixed Point Theorem for W , which is contractive according to the Hausdorff

distance:

• Hausdorff distance:

dH (A,B) = max

 

max
x∈A

“

min
y∈B

d(x, y)
”

, max
y∈B

“

min
x∈A

d(x, y)
”

!

• Contractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem:

if (F, d) is a complete metric space, and W : F → F is a contractive

transformation, then W has a unique fixed point.

From a computational viewpoint, an attractor can be generated according to two

techniques:

• Stochastic method (“toss-coin”, also called “chaos game”):

Let x0 be the fixed point of one of the wi functions. A points sequence xn

is generated as follows: xn+1 = wi(xn), i being randomly chosen in {1..N}.

Then
⋃

n xn is an approximation of the real attractor of f. The larger n,

the more precise the approximation.

• Deterministic method:

From any initial set S0, a sets sequence {Sn} is built:

Sn+1 = W (Sn) =
⋃

i wi(Sn)

When n tends to ∞, Sn is an approximation of the real attractor of f.

Both methods are used in various applications, but usually the stochastic method

is prefered for the generation of 2D IFS attractors as it is less time consuming (the

points sequence of the toss-coin algorithm scans the attractor in a random way,

i.e. each computation provides a new point of the attractor, while the deterministic

method performs an approximation of the attractor, by computing a sequence of

complete images). However deterministic methods are used for applications like

image and signal compression, fractal zoom, or fractal interpolation.
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IFS were extensively studied in the framework of image and signal compression
8,11,19,3, however all IFS models explored in fractal compression were based on affine

sets of contractive functions.

Fig. 4. An IFS morphing built with ArtiE-Fract

From an artistic standpoint, affine IFS give access to an interesting variety of

shapes (the “self-affine” fractals). But the use of non-affine functions, beside the

scientific interest of exploring this rather unknown space, yields a variety of shapes

that may look “less directly” fractal. This is another of the specifics of ArtiE-Fract:

three models of IFS are used (affine, mixed and polar), separately or in combination.

Each of them induces a slightly different topology on the search space, which gives

privileged access to various image types.

Figures 3 and 4 present a set of images created by several users (non-necessarily

artists !), that suggest biological images or vegetation, as well as some very “geo-

metric” ones.

This additional freedom, based on the use of non-linear functions seems to be

experimentally attractive to artists, as it allows the expression of various inspira-

tions.

In ArtiE-Fract, genomes are represented as trees, which correspond to part of

functions, functions, or group of functions (i.e. IFS), depending on the strategy

chosen for the genetic engine (classical or parisian, see section 2.4). The tree encod-

ing is a typical genetic programming one, i.e. with constant values (reals), functions

(simple ones as +, ×, ÷ and more complex as sin, cos, ch, sh, exp, log, . . . ) and

parameters (x and y for images) .

2.3. Genetic operators

The interactive evolution process has been designed in order to perform a con-

strained and oriented random search in the search space of IFS attractors. The main

ingredients of this process are the following:

• An initialisation procedure that produces an initial population, a careful

design of this initialisation improves the efficiency of the search, while im-

plicitely restricting the a priori set of shapes to be accessed during the

search. An interface yields various parameters settings for the population

initialisation. Choices range from fully random to pure deterministic initial-

isations. The user has the possibility to constrain the set of initial functions

and terminals, as well as to bias the random shots in this set. Predefined
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7→

Fig. 5. A mutation

individuals (images or functions) can also be introduced in the population

at any time.

• Various genetic operators, acting at various levels, that modify interactively

or automatically the composition of the population (mainly mutations and

crossovers to generate offspring for the next generation), direct interactions

with the user can also be considered as an operator (a so-called “local

optimisation”) from the viewpoint of the EA. Figures 5 and 6 show examples

of genetic operators. Genetic changes at the genome level (in a simple GP

style) result in non trivial image modifications.

2.4. Genetic engine and advanced evolutionary strategies

Another specific component of ArtiE-Fract is the Parisian approach implemen-

tation, which also can be turned on or off at any moment of the evolution. This

component has been designed to favour exploration and genetic diversity.

The Parisian approach has been designed relatively recently 6 and is actually a

generalisation of the classifier systems approaches 9. It is based on the capability

of an EA not only to push its best individual toward the global optimum, but also

to drive its whole population in attractive areas of the search space. The idea is

then to design a fitness landscape where the solution to the problem is given by

the whole population or at least by a set of individuals, and not anymore by a

single individual. Individuals do not encode a complete solution but a part of a

solution, the solution to the problem being then built from several individuals that

“collaborate.”

This approach is to be related to the spirit of co-evolution: a population is a

“society” that builds in common the solution that is search for, but on the contrary

to co-evolution, the species are not specifically identified and separated. Of course

the design of such algorithms becomes more complex than for a direct –standard–

EA approach, and the diversity of the population is a crucial factor in the success

of a Parisian approach. Moreover, splitting the problem into interconnected sub-
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+

=

Fig. 6. Four possible crossover offspring (bottom) from 2 parents (top)

problems is not always possible. However, when it is possible to do so, the benefit

is great: a Parisian approach limits the computational waste that occurs in classical

EA implementations, when at the end of the evolution, the whole final population is

dumped except the best individual only. Experiences and theoretical developments

have proved that the EA gains more information about its environment than the

only knowledge of the position of the global optimum. The Parisian approach tries
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to use this important feature of EAs.

A Parisian EA may have all the usual components of an EA, plus the following

additional ones:

• two fitness functions: a “global” one that is calculated on the whole popu-

lation or on a major portion of it (after a clustering process or elimination

of the very bad individuals, for example), and a “local” one for each indi-

vidual, that measures how much this individual contributes to the global

solution.

• a distribution process at each generation that shares the global fitness on

the individuals that contributed to the solution,

• a diversity mechanism, in order to avoid degenerated solutions where all

individuals are concentrated on the same area of the search space.

Developing a Parisian EA for interactive creative design tools is based on ob-

servation of the creative process. Creation cannot be reduced to an optimisation

process: artists or creative people usually do not have precisely in mind what they

are looking for. Their aim may fluctuate and they sometimes gradually build their

work from an exploration. “User satisfaction” is a very peculiar quantity, very dif-

ficult to measure, and to embed in a fitness function. This is the reason why ArtiE-

Fract has been equipped with a Parisian approach mode that can be activated at

any time during the run of the system using a translation module between classical

and Parisian populations.

For instance, ArtiE-Fract propososes a Parisian mode to evolve individuals made

of functions : several functions are necessary to build an image (= an IFS attractor).

The Parisian engine thus builds the set of images presented to the user from k

randomly aggregated indiduals of the population. The user evaluation is then shared

between functions that were involved in each image (distribution of global fitness),

and a local fitness component is derived from the contractivity ratio of each function

(a function that is too contractive may yield less interesting features). This scheme

is particularly useful for introducing new components combinations in an evolved

population, or when the user has the feeling to get stuck in a local optimum during

his search. A Parisian approach can thus be used here like a functions mixing tool,

or even like what we could call a “lateral thinking” tool, as it helps the user to get

a feeling about the graphical role of some functions.

3. Example 1: how Emmanuel Cayla uses ArtiE-Fract

Emmanuel Cayla’s first approach to ArtiE-Fract is precisely this flexible access

to fractals. Actually the artist advocates that a new intimacy is built between

mathematics and painting as it happened during the “Renaissance” with geometry,

proportion and perspective. This new relationship doesn’t imply only fractals but

those are certainly meant to play a key role in this reunion.

To start his exploration of the fractals’ universe on the ArtiE-Fract software, the

painter first decided to set the graphical parameters of a set functions and to stick
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with those. He had indeed the feeling that it is too difficult to properly browse

such a search domain without defining a static reference framework. The first of

these decisions was to put colours aside and to work only with black ink on a white

background. The second parameter had to do with noise, also known as “grain” or

“distorsion” whose level was uniquely set over the whole initial population.

Indeed, the “noisify” operator of ArtiE-Fract, is an important component of this

artistic approach. This operator adds a random noise to the value returned by

the function during the drawing of the attractor image, see figure 7. This is an

important factor of visibility of scattered attractors, as it conditions the thickness

of the simulated “paintbrush.”

Fig. 7. Original IFS and 3 mutated IFS with various noise levels.

With these two settings, the painter produced the first generations of images

having approximately (as it is however produced by a random process, even if it is

strongly limited in this particular case) the desired characteristics.

The third of these a priori constraints parameters is the image format, in other

words the graphical proportion and size of the generated images. For the moment,

the default setting (square images) has been used. This point has however been

considered as a limitation by the artist, and has been integrated in a new version

of the software.

Experience shows that extraction of individuals that are interesting from the

pictural standpoint is indeed a directed process. All the individuals that are ac-

knowledged as “picturally effective” by the artist, i.e. all the individuals he identifies

as matching his artistic visions, are the outcome of a process based on selection and

gradual construction. Selection of individuals during the successive generations is a

bit more sophisticated of a process than a simple “good”/”bad” categorisation. The

painter is familiar with images and the criteria used for conservation and “repro-

duction” of individuals in the creation process of ArtiE-Fract are going to be based

on observations such as: “This individual is interesting for the feeling of movement

it produces, I will mate it with that one whose use of blacks and blurs is appealing;

I will also add this other one, it is a bit less interesting but the other two could

greatly benefit from the way it plays with lines...” As one can see, the artist indeed

plays the role of constructor. ArtiE-Fract might bring a great deal of randomness in

the process but painters have always worked with randomness and taken advantage
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Fig. 8. Dancing woman (Danseuse) – Emmanuel Cayla

of “artistically interesting incidents.”

Another interesting aspect is the tuning of the various “usual” genetic param-

eters, for instance, population size. It appeared pointless for the painter to work

with generations rich of hundreds or thousands of individuals for the five following

reasons:

• Computation time increases with the number of individuals.

• In any case the population will need sorting.

• Whatever happens, one will remain within the same family of shapes.

• There are enough individuals exhibiting originality, even in smaller sized

populations.

• One is dealing with infinite spaces and may we work with 20, 40, 100 or
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Fig. 9. Swimming fossils (Fossiles nageant) – Emmanuel Cayla

3000 individuals that we would only encompass an infinitely small space of

possibilities with respect to the potential creativity of the system.

What the artist is looking for, before anything else, is expression, more precisely

poetic expression. And with ArtiE-Fract, it works. This means that with this soft-

ware, one is able to browse and discover meaningful shapes like those our mind

enjoys flying over: lakes, mountains piercing the clouds, forgotten cities, trees tak-

ing over old walls, people standing on icebergs near the North Pole... And it is

essentially here, although not only, that this approach of numeric arts moves us.
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Fig. 10. Harsh horizon (Horizon violent) – Emmanuel Cayla

4. Example 2: how Marie-Amelie Porcher uses ArtiE-Fract

Marie-Amelie Porcher is a young designer, who is currently studying at a french

art school (Ecole des Beaux arts de Rennes), and who is familiar with computer

image design tools. She become rapidly efficient in using ArtiE-Fract for her own

creative work, and focussed on the creation of repetitive textures. Texture creation

tools have thus been added to the software, as well as other image post-processing

tools she was asking for. We are now currently working on the integration of these

additionnal features into ArtiE-Fract’s genomes.

Figures 14 to 17 shows some of her creations. She was very satisfied with the

tool and has brilliantly proved that this software is in adequation to the demand of

the new generation of digital image designers.
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Fig. 11. Funny circles (Drôles de cercles) – Emmanuel Cayla

5. Conclusions and Future developments

Of course this fruitful collaboration has deeply influenced the design of many

components of ArtiE-Fract, as an artist has sometimes a completely different view-

point on the software tools.

For example, besides the specific way he selects and notates the images,

strong control tools were considered as crucial. Direct interactions were thus de-

signedb, such as simply “killing” an individual and controlling the “reproduction-

elimination” step of the evolutionary process. Artists also stressed on the fact that

the visual evaluation of a picture is strongly dependent on the surrounding images

bA “strongly controlled evolution mode” is now available in ArtiE-Fract.
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Fig. 12. Fox (Renard) – Emmanuel Cayla

and background, point that was neglected by the ArtiE-Fract developers so far.

Another point has to do with the creation of repetitive sequences such as bor-

ders: The “modulo,” “mirror” and “symmetries” effects have been for instance

programmed to produce shapes that can be continuously juxtaposed, as the one

produced my Marie-Amelie Porcher.

Until now, Emmanuel Cayla based his work mainly on the “global evolution”

tools of ArtiE-Fract, i.e. the Parisian evolution modes were used only as harsh explo-

ration tools, to open new research directions at some stages, when the population

becomes too uniform, for instance. He however produced unexpected shapes, in

comparison to what was produced before by inexperienced designers. His use of

black and white was also noticeable (figures 8 to 13). It stressed on the importance
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Fig. 13. Water wheel (Roue d’eau) – Emmanuel Cayla

of predefined simple evolution modes:

• that concentrate the search on some specific aspects of the design, such as

“evolution of color only,” “evolution of shape only,”

• that tune the degree of randomness in the evolution process, like “strong

control” or “weak control.”

To sum up, interactions with the “real life” of art and design has led us to

integrate many additionnal features to ArtiE-Fract. Among them, the “noise” com-

ponent (in functions encoding and in post-processing) is currently raising theoretical

questions about the convergence of IFS involving such functions. Image limitation

tools (repetitive images, non-square images), predefined tunings for the EA engine
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Fig. 14. Celtic arabesques (Arabesques cetliques) – Marie-Amelie Porcher

(including the translation of populations between Parisian and non-Parisian mode),

and image post-processing tools have also an important impact on application ca-

pabilities of the system.

Figure 18, shows an example of textile design outputs. As Emmanuel Cayla says,

“ArtiE-Fract is a tool that should help us come up with new shapes in the world of

artistic drawing.”
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Fig. 15. Celtic arabesques - smaller motives (Arabesques cetliques) – Marie-Amelie Porcher
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